Using the PIM Framework to Develop Information Management Strategies

Information Management Specialist, Anne Marie Sarr Turmine, explains how she uses the
PIM Framework to develop Information Management strategies during deployments for
the Global Child Protection Area of Responsibility.

Anne Marie Sarr Turmine is an Information Management Specialist with the Global Child
Protection Area of Responsibility (CP AoR). In this role, she was involved in parts of the
development of the Child Protection Needs Identification and Analysis Framework (NIAF).

Supporting the Child Protection Needs Identification and Analysis Framework (NIAF)
Anne Marie’s contributions were related primarily to the “Assess the Information Landscape”
stage of the PIM process. She describes how the PIM Framework and her involvement at a
PIM training helped her understand the process and to support the NIAF’s development:
[The PIM process] helped me to see the purpose, the final objective and the structure of the
process - where we started and where we want to go…So for sure it helps. It was not
something new but it helps to structure the way of thinking, the way of doing.
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Developing Information Management Strategies
Anne Marie now follows a similar process in her surge deployments in support of country
coordination teams:
[With] the PIM process… you have… ‘which information is available?’, ‘what do we need?’,
‘how can we collect this using what is already available’ and ‘what can we implement to
improve this IM system?’ And then we will have this data collection process, this information
sharing using the data protection protocol, and then an evaluation of what we did. And I am
really using it.
…I used this to do the IM strategy and … it comes directly from PIM, [from] the training. Before,
I had an IM strategy but it was not as detailed as it is now. After the PIM [training], I structured
it further and did this very detailed IM strategy that we can replicate everywhere [and…]
customise.
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What I did based on the PIM training was [that] I took the PIM process and I detailed it to do
an IM strategy complete with the key steps to follow. So, whenever I am deployed to new
emergencies I go with the template, discuss it with the Child Protection AoR coordinator,
customise the template for an IM strategy for coordination, and based on that I can do the
workplan for the IM specialist.
…The IM strategy is not just for IM but also for the Child Protection AoR coordination group
because they have roles and responsibilities in this strategy.

The PIM training’s 'roadmap' exercise to ‘Assess the Information Landscape’ can help develop IM strategies

Relevance for IM strategies of all clusters
While Anne Marie works for the Child Protection Area of Responsibility, she has shared her
experience and the relevance of the PIM Framework with IM colleagues working in other
sectors:
[During a deployment in early 2020], I did [a] presentation for [the national] IM working group
and…the question was ‘can we apply PIM to our daily work?’ because we are cluster
[Information Management Officers] but not protection cluster IMOs, so how can we apply it to
our daily work?’ The example I gave is the PIM process.
I explained that I am using the PIM process for the IM strategy. …When I [gave that example]
they realised the IM strategy was quite similar to what they were doing for WASH, Nutrition,
[and so on], so …they were interested to know more and wanted to have the [PIM] training.

PIM Highlights
•
•
•
•

•

Ensuring the use of available secondary data for needs identification and analysis
(PIM Process)
Identifying and clarifying information needs and gaps by category for the IM
Strategy (PIM Matrix)
Purpose of each information management activity is outlined in the IM Strategy
(PIM Principle – defined purpose)
Clear roles and responsibilities of the coordination team and IM staff outlined in
the IM strategy support effective collaboration (systematised and improved
collaboration between protection and IM colleagues)
Identified the relevance of applying the PIM process in other sectors by IMOs from
non-protection cluster teams (PIM Process)

More information about NIAF
More information about the NIAF can be found here.
A recording of the Needs Assessment and Identification Framework (NIAF) “What’s New in
PIM” Webinar Presentation can be found here.
The NIAF “What’s New in PIM” PowerPoint presentation can be found here.

